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Nov-January

Principal's Note
To summarize all that New Springs has done in the past few
months is quite impossible, but if I were to do so in three words,
they would be: community, friendship, & rigor.
Here at NSS, we are always striving to create a warm, cooperative,
& enthusiastic community, be it inside our walls or outside. The
level of commitment parents and staff have shown over the past
few months has really created the type of environment we want to
continue to build. November showed us an amazing turn out for
our Fall Festival and our annual Great American Teach-in.
December brought us our holiday door contest and January
presented us with Spirit Week. NSS certainly looks forward to
what the following months will bring us!
Our community would be nothing, however, if we do not instill
within our students the concepts of friendship & respect. Every
day we teach students how to treat others and themselves with
respect. There have been many classroom activities and schoolwide events that do just this. Throughout November and
December, students worked together in celebrating and learning
the different traditions that many cultures have around the holiday
season. NSS also showed pride for our veterans at the Veteran's
Day Parade. What's more, Ned's Mindset Mission taught us all a
valuable lesson in working hard even when challenges seem
impossible to overcome.
Which brings us to our last word: rigor. Life tends to throw
challenges our way, but if we can set up our students with the
ability & confidence to take them head on, then we've done our
job. Our students grow to be more independent, cooperative, &
intelligent every day. Due to this, January's Award Ceremonies
displayed an array of growth awards in both Math & Reading
scores! Let's keep up the good work, Eagles!

- Principal Tekin

Upcoming events
Quarter 3 Progress Reports
February 6th
Ties & Tiaras Dance
February 7th
Book Fair
February 11-15th
Black Heritage Night
February 15h
USF Engineering Expo
February 15-16th
Spelling Bee
February 22nd

Happy 100th Day of School

1st grade Report

Ms. Wonsey's Class
In science we did
an apple taste
test:
Which color apple
tastes the best?

We had a great time together before the holidays!

We love celebrating
birthdays!

2nd grade report

2nd grade students, have been learning so many things this year from
community helpers to 3-digit subtraction. We celebrated the Great
American Teach-In with some helpers in our own community. Students
got to meet police officers and their crime fighting service dog, and got
to learn how cookies are made. We also celebrated all our hard work
with a special Pajama Day. In January, students came back from break
ready to learn!

2nd grade report

We also had a wonderful & meaningful field trip
to the Mosi Museum!

3rd grade report
In reading, we have been focusing on comparing and
contrasting TWO stories on a similar topic! Students have been
memorizing their key words, which give them clues if they need
to compare AND contrast.
Don’t forgot about all the wonderful reading resources your student
can use at home for extra reading practice: MYON and study island.
In math, we just wrapped up on area and perimeter. I am beyond
proud of all these students for mastering such a challenging
standard. Up next: fractions!! I would recommend to bake some
goodies at home so students can see the measuring cups and get
more familiar with their fractions.
In science, we are discovering different types of animals. Are you
wondering if a particular animal is a mammal? A reptile? Or an
amphibian? Come ask a third grader and they can tell you!
In social studies, we are researching people who have made a
positive difference in the world!
Keep up the great work!

- Mrs. Golub

Mrs. Harris' ELA
Students practicing
the differences
between homonyms,
homophones, and
homographs. They
are getting the hang
of retaining the
information!

In writing, students are working on purpose, focus, and
organization for an argumentative essay. They are
practicing techniques of providing relevant evidence and
types of details to help with elaborating evidence being
used (facts/statistics, anecdotes, and personal
testimonies) Students are practicing components that
should be used in their conclusions. They have been
learning about all components that should be used in an
essay. They are getting better because of the skill
practice(s)!

Mrs. Harris' ELA
In 6th red, students are
reading Freak the Mighty. Their
comprehension focus was
analyzing conflict. They used some
language practice to focus on
figurative language. They also got
the chance to compare the book to
the movie The Mighty. They are
now having some fun by
reenacting a scene from the book
where they’re creating their very
own scripts to put together Puppet
Plays! How cool is that!?

In 7th Reading, students are reading another great novel
that they are enjoying, "The Devil's Arithmetic!" Students
will be reading and analyzing, discussing opinions, ideas,
and will think about the importance of literature and how it
can shape their values and beliefs. They have been closely
monitoring Jewish/Hebrew Vocabulary Terms, Holocaust,
Importance of Tradition, Literary Devices (simile,
metaphors, symbolism), and Point of
View/Inference/Characterization

Ms. Reder's ELA

7th & 8th graders have been working to improve their
debate & argumentative writing skills. Using topics that
our teens are interested in, their opinions came across
in often passionate ways!
Students had to write a claim on a sticky note, and then
had to take another student's opinion. Even if they
agreed, students still had to come up with a strong
counterclaim. After that, students grabbed their original
sticky note to offer their rebuttal to that counterclaim.

Ms. Reder's ELA
To start off our novel study, 7th
graders are reading Night, by Elie
Wiesel. Within this unit, students
will be learning the different levels
of prejudice & ultimately how it led
to the Holocaust. They'll also be
analyzing symbolism, figurative
language, & theme that are all
portrayed within this fascinating &
powerful memoir.

Meanwhile, 8th graders will be
reading Lois Lowry's novel "The
Giver." Throughout it, we'll be
learning all about dystopian vs.
utopian societies, figurative
language, theme, & how a
character develops over the course
of a novel. The students can't put
the book down and some have
even read ahead!

Ms. Reder's ELA

We also value
team building

CMP (College Mentorship Program

Mr. Ates and Dr. Ali’s
CMP groups went to
Airheads Trampoline
Arena. Students jumped
like bunnies, and flew
like birds. They played
dodgeball, challenged
themselves in rock
climbing and so on.
Moreover, there were
arcade games which
mostly drew Mr. Ates’
attention.

Ms. Reder & Ms.
Hickey's CMP
group had a fun
outing at the
movies.

2019 Fall Festival

Gardening Club

Club students planted carrots 3 months ago and
it is time collect the bounties of the nature. Our
carrots grew as well as our students.

We also had new members in our rabbit family.
Both white and grey rabbits gave birth to 4 each.
Congrats to our new moms.

Sports

Let's go girls soccer!

Nature's Classroom Field Trip
We're on our
way!
#teamwork! Learning
about different reptiles,
mammals, amphibians
etc.

Boat riding and
paddling...
They enjoyed
seeing the many
gators, trees, and
birds!

